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A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH PRIVATE LABEL BRANDS FROM CVP 

Turning the demand for more value into more profits
Consumers are looking to stretch their dollars with high-quality products at the lowest possible prices. 
That’s why the retail grocery industry is seeing rapid growth in private label products. Without spending big 
budgets on advertising, these value items cost significantly less than their national brand equivalents, while 
offering retailers higher profit margins. 

To meet the growing demand for low-cost, high-quality products, CVP offers private label  
products that drive proven results with educated consumers and value shoppers alike.

A versatile line-up with something for everyone
CVP researches, develops and distributes a wide range of products in categories such as health and beauty 
care, grocery, general merchandise, candy, snacks, pet treats and automotive.

Our private label brands—CVP®, Hometown Market®, YumBees®, Fly Guys™ Pizza, Divinely Sweet®, Excursion® 
Jerky, Beau Dacious™, Road-Tech® and Work Fare®—rival or surpass the quality of brand name alternatives.

Better value, more profits
With these private label brands from CVP, the cost to you is low, so you can offer attractive prices 
to your customers while keeping your gross margins and penny profits high. Add in advantageous 
rebate programs that put money back in your pocket, and you can count on seeing the results in 
your bottom line. And, if you’re interested in creating your own store brand with one of our product 
lines, CVP works with retailers to create their own high-margin brand.

CVP® (Consumer Value Products) is a family of products 
designed to provide a value alternative for the retailer. 
These categories include analgesics, cough/cold 
remedies, personal and dental care and other health, 
beauty and wellness products.

The Hometown Market® line encompasses a wide-
range of food products including sugar, sweeteners, 
creamer, nuts and trail mix. 

To appease the sweet-tooth, the YumBees® line 
offers various hard and gummy candy products as 
well as a variation of name-brands like Smarties® 
and Atomic Fireballs®.

Fly Guys™ Pizzas are made with premium toppings 
on a self-rising crust. They arrive frozen and fully 
packaged for retail sale, or they are a perfect addition 
to your hot foodservice offerings. 

Divinely Sweet® is the ultimate on-the-go indulgence. 
Made from the finest ingredients and packaged 
beautifully, these delectable treats are the perfect 
way to pamper your sweet tooth and satisfy all your 
decadent cravings.

The Excursion® Jerky line is the ultimate protein 
snack with zesty flavors ranging from Teriyaki Beef 
Jerky, Cracked Pepper Beef Jerky and Smokehouse 
Beef Jerky.

Beau Dacious™ is CVP’s premier private label pet line 
that offers quality dog products for furry friends. Treats 
are available in assorted flavors with leashes and 
expandable pet bowls completing the line.

Road-Tech® accelerates your retail performance  
with a complete line of automotive chemicals,  
additives and lubricants, and accessories.  
Packaged and priced to move, quality products  
from Road-Tech produce profit margins that  
leave national brands standing still.

Work Fare® all-purpose gloves provide the perfect fit 
for any merchandise mix. These quality, durable gloves 
come in a variety of styles strong enough to pick up 
sales from even your toughest customers.
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